
 

 
CSAA FOOTBALL FIELD MANAGERS INFORMATION 

 
See the CSAA Special Rules sheet for the following Information. 
 
*Field Dimensions and goal post information 
*Scoring and Extra Points 
*Eight minute quarters are played in all divisions.  
 
FIELD MUST PROVIDE: 
*Game balls (described on the special rules sheet) 
*SPOTTER (New Position for 4th and 6th grade leagues only) 
*Chains, sideline markers and a chain crew. Chain crews are not allowed to use any 
type of tobacco, cell phones, or any other portable electronic devices while on the field. 
Chain crews must be in high school or older and are not allowed to cheer or complain to 
officials.  
 
ALL GAMES: 
*Adult Clock operators are provided by the fields. 
*Referees are assigned by the CSAA. 
*Keep a rulebook and CSAA special rules sheet in the press box with the clock 
operator.   
 
OVERTIME: Refer to the CSAA Special Rules Sheet for 6th and 8th grade overtime 
information. 4th grade games do not play overtime.  
 
PAYMENT OF OFFICIALS:  The CSAA office will pay officials. 
 
GAME CANCELLATIONS: If games are cancelled for any reason, for boys’ games you 
MUST call Thom Wachtel (502-639-1543) and the KFOA assignment secretary, Steve 
Coleman (502-592-0118). For girls’ games call Jody Demling (502-424-9617) and the 
girls assignment secretary, Woody Perry (502-424-8410) If an official fails to show up 
for a game, contact Steve Coleman and Woody. 
                                                                                                                                              
FIRST AID KIT: Should be accessible at every field.  
 
 
 
 



HEAT INDEX RULES & HEAT ILLNESS GUIDELINES: Use the heat index monitor 
and record the information as instructed.  If the heat index reaches 99.1, all games will 
be cancelled. Always have the heat index chart and all information regarding heat 
illnesses available at your field. Each field MUST have the CSAA provided rubber tub 
with ice readily available for heat exhaustion/heat illness treatment.  
  
PRE-GAME WEIGH-IN PROCEDURE: Refer to the CSAA special rules sheet for 
weight limits.   
 
Place your balance scale in a permanent location for official weigh-ins. Do not move 
the scale to any other location during the season. Set the scale at the appropriate 
weight limit for each division, and have the player step up on the scale.  If it doesn’t go 
over, check the column that they are under the limit. It is not necessary to get their exact 
weight or record the exact weight of each player on the form.   
 
A coach from each team will provide a copy of the OFFICIAL WEIGH-IN SHEET (this is 
the only form to be accepted - do not accept any other form or papers) containing the 
name, position, jersey number and a column to put a check in if they are under the 
weight limit. It is not necessary to fill in the exact weight of each player. An opposing 
team’s coach may be present at the weigh in if desired.  
 
Make sure that the person conducting the weigh-ins understands the procedures for the 
weigh-ins.   
 
EJECTIONS OF COACHES/PLAYERS:   If a coach(es) or player(s) is ejected from a 
game, you must report the name(s) to the CSAA office on Monday. Inform the head 
coach that they must also call the CSAA office to report the incident. 
 
VIDEOTAPING GAMES: Teams may only video tape their own game. No videotaping 
of other teams’ games is allowed (See the CSAA Handbook for details). 

 
ADMISSION PRICES & PASSES:   
 
Adults $4 Pre-School, Clergy & Religious Free 
Senior Citizens (55+) $2    (Religious includes nuns and deacons)  
School Children (1st-12th) $2 Family Rate (Immediate Family) $9 

 

2023 PASSES: 2023 Coaches passes are maroon, Teacher’s passes are light blue, 
and VIP passes are yellow.  
 
SCORES: Boys scores (including 4th grade games) must be turned in to Thom Wachtel 
via email at thomwachtel@gmail.com or text 502-639-1543. Girls scores must be 
submitted in Game Day.  
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR GATE RECEIPTS: Take a picture and email receipts to 
sandy@loucsaa.org each Monday. 
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